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Abstract 
 
In agriculture, demands for the system which enable real time monitoring of field condition 
from remote site are increasing to prevent crops stolen or watch their growth. In this study, 
monitoring system which used a commercial inexpensive USB camera and an embedded 
system was developed. This kind of system should be robust and be considerably small in size 
for outdoor use. In addition, it should also be made in low cost to reduce farmers’ expense. 
Therefore, small machine with USB ports such as the NAS devices would be much preferable 
to general personal computers for these purposes. Total cost of our system in one unit was 
almost several hundred US dollars. Furthermore, if our system would be installed on a machine 
which consists of no movable parts such as HDD, it would be more improved to have much 
tolerance in temperature. We applied this system to water level monitoring. It captured images 
in the vicinity of the water surface with the USB camera every constant interval and these 
image files would be transferred to the Web server through the Internet. Users could monitor 
the latest water level information on Web browser. Automatic recognition of water level from 
the captured files based on image processing techniques would be our future work. 
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Introduction 
 
In agriculture, demands for the system which enable real time monitoring of field condition 
from remote site are increasing to prevent crops stolen or watch their growth. Farmers prefer to 
monitor their field condition by image data captured in the field than numerical data such as 
temperature and so on. It would be considered that exterior network camera would be the most 
preferable device to capture outdoor images and to monitor field condition in real time 
(Nakamura 2006).  But the total cost of such system was still expensive and it was too difficult 
to customize its function for users’ purposes. 

One of the major concerns of farmers would be water level gauging in their paddy field or 
small pond. Although the automatic water level measuring systems are readily available, they 
are usually expensive and need periodical maintenance. Furthermore, it is supposed that high 
accuracy would not be so necessary as long as enough water is supplied it the paddy or stored in 
the pond. Captured image might be sufficient for these purposes. It would also be possible to 
obtain surface water elevation from this image data with the help of image processing 
technologies (e.g. Tsunashima, et al, 2000 and Takagi, et al, 2000). 

Embedded Linux is getting much popular in commercial gadgets, such as NAS (Network 
Attached Storage), Broadband Router, and so on, to decrease developing cost. However Linux 
kernel for embedded systems was tuned to consume less memory than the one for a general PC 
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Linux, they are basically same in the sense of Linux system. Therefore, it would be not so 
difficult to apply our knowledge and experiences in Linux to embedded system. This would 
enable to decrease the cost of the system and raise potentiality for customization. 

In this study, a prototype of field image monitoring system is constructed using low cost 
USB webcam and WiFi broadband router. Total cost of the system was sufficiently low and 
well-known software packaging system helped to increase the flexibility of the system. 
 
Embedded Linux system 

 
Since the general embedded system consists of limited computer resources compared to a 
personal computer, embedded operating systems are designed to be very compact and efficient. 
They are usually stored in the ROM including other software and often also real-time operating 
systems such as VxWroks, ITRON, OS-9. Recently a percentage of embedded systems which 
uses Embedded Linux as their operating system is increasing to cut down the developing cost. 
As Embedded Linux is basically the same as general Linux system, it has been ported to a 
variety of processors and devices; many Embedded Linux distributions, such as OpenWrt, 
DD-WRT, have been developed and easily available from the Internet. 

Some NAS models are known to have the embedded Linux inside, inexpensive NAS 
devices were modified and applied them to field monitoring (Ito, et al, 2006). This experiment 
showed that the internal HDD provided enough disc space even for a long-term image 
monitoring as long as it was installed under moderate circumstances. But such a NAS system 
was not so robust under high temperature condition. 

 
Field Image Monitoring System 

 
Monitoring system which would be operated in agricultural fields should be robust and the cost 
of the system should be low. Therefore, Embedded Linux based WiFi broadband router with 
some USB ports, Asus WL-500g Premium (wl-500gp), was used as a CPU board (Fig. 1). It 
consists of a 266MHz Broadcom 4704 CPU (MIPS compatible), 8MB flashROM, 32MB RAM 
and two USB 2.0 ports. As wl-500gp is composed of solid-state parts only and temperature 
sensitive parts like HDD are not used, it was expected that wl-500gp would be more robust than 
NAS devices.  Original firmware was replaced with 
OpenWrt kamikaze 7.0.9 (OpenWrt, 2008). OpenWrt is 
one of the famous open source distributions for embedded 
system. OpenWrt community not only provides 
considerable binary software packages but also provides 
cross-compile environment. One can easily customize the 
system by building, installing or removing pre-compiled 
packages. 

Sony EyeToy (Fig. 2) was used to capture images. EyeToy is a low-price USB webcam 
for Sony PlayStation 2. Open source driver ov51x-jpeg (Ov51x -JPEG driver, 2008) provides 
Video4Linux (V4L) API for Linux video applications. As the 
ov51x-jpeg driver has been supported in latest OpenWrt Kamikaze 
trunk, it is so easy to build the ov51x-jpeg module package. 
Ov51x-jpeg driver also supports /proc ioctl functions including 
turning on/off LEDs. EyeToy has two LEDS; blue LED of 
right-hand side in Fig. 2 would be turned on when an Eyetoy were 
plugged in to a computer, but another red LED of left-hand side 

 
Fig. 1 ASUS WL-500g Premium

 
Fig. 2 SONY EyeToy
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could be controlled by software. This feature is expected to be a great advantage in field 
monitoring, because it might be possible to avoid insects clustered around the system once the 
LED would be turned off after capturing 
images. LED control program was 
written from scratch and then OpenWrt 
package was also build. ‘camE’ (Gilbert, 
2008) was used to capture images using 
a webcam. It is a rewrite of the famous 
webcam V4L application xawtv, which 
adds TrueType Fonts support in text 
superimpose and many other features. 
Although ‘camE’ is supported by almost 
general Linux distributions, binary 
package for the OpenWrt has not been 
available. Therefore authors wrote some 
Makefile files to build binary package 
for the OpenWrt including necessary 
libraries for ‘camE’. 

Fig. 3 shows the schematic diagram of field image monitoring system. Automated image 
capturing script is called by crond every selected interval; the script turns on a LED if neccesary, 
waits some seconds, captures image, sends a 
image file to the server and turns off the LED. 
Users can see captured images on the web 
page of the server through the Internet. 

 
Results and Discussion 

 
Total cost of this system was as low as about 
US $130 excluding data communication 
chages. This price seems to be reasonable. 
Preliminary experiments started April this 
year; image monitoring system was installed 
in the laboratory and system stability was 
investigated. The system continued working 
as long as electric power was supplied. Then 
this system is going to be installed in the field 
to check its tolerance to high temperature and 
surface water level gauging. 

Fig. 4 is an example image captured by 
EyeToy webcam. It is apparently whitish 
with saturation. The situation did not 
recovered so much even if a webcam was 
replaced with another EyeToy. Same 
problem was not found in case of other 
webcam models (see Fig. 5). Therefore this 
problem is supposed be a driver issue, proper 
parameters should be searched soon. 

Temporary internal storage tests were 
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Fig. 3 Schematic diagram of field image 
monitoring system. 

Fig. 4 Example of captured image 
(EyeToy) 

Fig. 5 Example of captured image 
(Creative CT6840) 
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carried out on the assumption that the Internet connection was lost. Image files should be stored 
in the flash ROM, instead of sending them to the server, to avoid missing data under such 
situations. About 200 was the maximum number of files that could be saved in the flash ROM 
region with image resolution of 640 x 480.It is also recognized the importance of local data 
storage systems such as USB flash drives.  

 
Conclusions 
 
Monitoring system which used a low-price USB camera and an embedded system was 
developed. Total cost of the prototype was less than two hundred US dollars excluding data 
communication charges. OpenWrt, which is one of the famous open source distributions for 
embedded system, was installed to WiFi broadband router.  It was shown that the scheme of 
OpenWrt had succeeded in reducing the cost to customize the monitoring system. Furthermore, 
since the developed monitoring system consists of no movable parts such as HDD, it is 
expected to have much tolerance in temperature. 
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